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Limitations & Plans 
Sampling using a Gibbs distribution is the simplest possible 
approach. We need to ablate with more complex models, e.g., 
sampling batch candidates with increasing temperature (starting 
with ), or look at ways to approximate the correlation and 
sample stochastically taking into account the error terms.
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Bayesian Active Learning 
The Bayesian model parameters  come with 
prior distribution , and the training set 

 induces a posterior distribution 
.  


The predictive distribution for a sample   is 
obtained by marginalizing: 




The training set is extended with selected 
points  from the unlabeled pool set, 
which are then labeled by an oracle.


To decide which points to acquire, an 
acquisition function   
jointly scores unlabeled candidates from the 
pool set. The highest scoring set of samples of 
a predetermined acquisition batch size is 
acquired in each acquisition round.
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Example (from “BatchBALD”) 

The “BatchBALD” paper was one of the first to examine redundancy 
issues: naive top-K selection using individual acquisition scores can 
lead to performance worse than random on RepeatedMNIST, which 
contains 3xMNIST with added Gaussian noise. BatchBALD improves 
the batch setting by considering candidates jointly, albeit being heavy 
on compute.

Example Implementation 

Method: Stochastic Acquisition 
The reduction in scores given other samples depends on how 
“correlated” the samples are. Instead of computing scores exactly, we 
can start from the individual scores and approximate the reduction in 
scores as other points get selected for the batch.


For this workshop submission, we made no other assumptions and 
thus only assume that individual scores are not precise for the batch 
acquisition case. 


We use the scores to fit a probability function over the unlabeled 
samples and sample a batch this way. Specifically, we fit a Gibbs 
distribution over the log BALD scores, which yields one hyper-
parameter: the temperature T of the Gibbs distribution.

Experiment Results 
On RepeatedMNIST and CIFAR-10

Problem: Batch Redundancy 
Many recent active learning methods focus on batch acquisition as 
individual  acquisitions, which require updating the model for every 
acquired sample, is impractical. See the box on the left for an introduction 
to Active Learning.


However, many old acquisition functions were only examined for individual 
acquisitions. The box on the right shows how this can lead to worse 
performance due to redundancies in the acquired samples.


From individual scores to joint scores 
We make two assumptions:

1. The acquisition function  captures the informativeness of 

individual samples well;

2. The joint acquisition function is sub-modular:

	 , for .


That is, a samples’ informativeness can only be reduced after acquiring 
additional samples.


We examine this difference in informativeness in the box on the middle left 
when using the expected information gain (BALD)  as acquisition 
function. However, BatchBALD shows that these joint scores are difficult to 
compute and the method does not scale well.
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Batch Redundancy in BALD 
How much does the BALD score for  change if we add  to the 
training set (in expectation)?


This is exactly the different between :


So the difference is exactly how ‘’correlated’’ predictions for the 
different samples are. The formula is easily extended for multiple 
already selected samples , and so on.
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